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Abstract – Congestion control in the Internet relies on
binary adjustment algorithms. For example, Transmis-
sion Control Protocol (TCP) in its congestion avoidance
mode behaves similarly to Additive-Increase Multiplicative-
Decrease (AIMD) algorithm. Chiu and Jain offer a theo-
retical justification for choosing AIMD: among stable lin-
ear algorithms, AIMD ensures the quickest convergence to
maxmin-fair states. Whereas Chiu-Jain model rests on
a well-known unrealistic assumption of uniform feedback,
more precise analytic characterizations ofTCP behavior are
developed and validated. In particular, the advanced the-
ory and experiments agree thatTCP congestion control does
not converge to maxmin fairness. However, despite the re-
cent progress inTCP feedback modeling, it is still common
to use Chiu-Jain model for comparison of binary adjust-
ment algorithms. This paper argues against such practice.
We provide evidence that due to the incorrect assumption of
uniform feedback, Chiu-Jain model is not suitable for trust-
worthy conclusions about properties of an adjustment al-
gorithm. We emphasize that until algorithms are analyzed
with a more realistic feedback model, optimal choice of a
binary adjustment algorithm will remain an open problem.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In such a complex distributed system as the Internet, it is all
but impossible to provide each user with an exact up-to-date
value for its fair and efficient load on the network. Instead,
users control congestion withbinary adjustment algorithms: a
user adjusts its load in response to binary signals that indicate
whether the user must decrease or can increase the load. For ex-
ample, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) exercises binary
congestion control – theTCP sender steps up its transmission
after receiving a new acknowledgment; the sender reduces its
load upon a retransmission timeout or after receiving threedu-
plicate acknowledgments [1], [5]. Until the first indication of
congestion, eachTCP connection raises its load in a manner re-
sembling the Multiplicative-Increase (MI) algorithm [4]. This
reliance onMI is supposed to enable quick convergence to ef-
ficient states. Once efficiency is achieved, theTCP connection

switches to the congestion avoidance mode and adjusts the load
similarly to Additive-Increase Multiplicative-Decrease(AIMD)
algorithm [4]. The choice ofAIMD is supposed to provide sta-
bility, i.e., convergence to fair efficient states.

Chiu and Jain provide a theoretical justification for favoring
AIMD: according to their analysis of linear adjustment algo-
rithms for a simple feedback model,AIMD yields the quickest
convergence to maxmin-fair states [4]. For simplicity, Chiu-
Jain model assumesuniform feedback – all users receive iden-
tical feedback. In reality however, the probability to receive a
congestion indication is higher for the user with a larger load.
Subsequent analytical studies ofTCP congestion control rep-
resent feedback more realistically and predict the transmission
rate for aTCP connection more accurately [2], [10], [12], [13].
Furthermore, experiments and more realistic models withpro-
portional negative feedback agree that bandwidth allocation un-
derTCP does not converge to maxmin fairness [13], [16].

While reliance ofTCP on AIMD does not attain the original
goal of convergence to maxmin fairness, it is logical to reex-
amine the presumed superiority ofAIMD over alternative algo-
rithms. In fact, new algorithms have been proposed to improve
upon various features ofAIMD congestion control [3], [7], [8],
[9]. However, despite the recent advances inTCP feedback
modeling, it is still common to use Chiu-Jain model for compar-
ison of binary adjustment algorithms. This paper argues against
such practice. We provide evidence that due to the incorrectas-
sumption of uniform feedback, Chiu-Jain model is not suitable
for trustworthy conclusions about properties of an adjustment
algorithm. In particular, we show that albeit the scalableMIMD
(Multiplicative-Increase Multiplicative-Decrease) algorithm is
not stable under uniform feedback,MIMD does converge to fair
states under the more realistic assumption of proportionalneg-
ative feedback. Our findings suggest that until algorithms are
analyzed with a realistic feedback model, optimal choice ofa
binary adjustment algorithm will remain an open problem.

The rest of our paper is structured as follows. Section II dis-
cusses the issue of stability. Section III examines the speed of
convergence to fair states. Section IV studies the impact ofdif-
ferentRTTs. Finally, Section V sums up our conclusions.


